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Tell us about your experience.
At the Midwest Ecology and Evolution Conference (MEEC), I attended oral presentations by
graduate and undergraduate students from around the Midwest and discussed my research
interests with ecology professors. The oral presentations that fascinated me the most were
those on pollinators and their role in ecosystems, since this topic is consistent with my current
research. I was able to exchange ideas with my peers and learned new and unexpected ways of
approaching ecological concepts. Attending the panel on Careers Outside of Academia helped
me realized there are many career options available to me as an ecologist and provided
resources to guide me in finding the right career for me. Presenting my research through a
poster presentation helped me become better at explaining my research in a relevant, clear, and
engaging way, which is vital for effective science communication. It was also exciting to talk with
Notre Dame alumni there who shared similar research experiences up at the ND Environmental
Research Center.
Describe the impact this project had, both on you as a student-scholar and on the people
you worked with.

Participating in MEEC gave me a clearer picture of what a scientific conference and sharing my
research with my peers entail. By attending the oral and poster presentations, I learned some
techniques on how to make a research presentation more engaging and relevant to my
audience. I also learned new perspectives and research questions I could incorporate into my
current research and to think more creatively about my research. Everyone there was so
supportive of each other and created a wonderful setting to share ideas and stories.
Describe how this experience is connected to your plans as a student or future
professional.
Presenting at MEEC allowed me to share my research with a part of the ecology community and
challenged me to think critically and to be open to new approaches. These are skills that are
vital to my future career as scientist. Connecting with faculty and peers in ecology gave me
confidence in my ability to achieve my career aspirations.
What advice would you give other students who are planning to pursue similar projects?
My advice would be to attend talks on topics that you think you might not be interested in and
talk with people who conduct research in areas different than your own. Do prior research and
identify a handful of people with whom you would like to meet and talk.

